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MTJLTI.LAYER BAR CQQB ASftAWOEMElTf USItm

WAVELENQTIT j^ABATinXf

6 ' BACKGRororo AND mmMAPv op the mvBNtrnTf

Machine rtadaUe bar codes have proliferated hito aU aieas 6f

business. They axe ptodnced \?ith any number of technologies oil the

market today such as laser electrophotography, ink jet, thennal

10 transfer printers, and conventional metliods of printing such as

mechanical nnnibferingh^ads and lithographic printing. Among these

is the Moore MIDAX technology which uses electron beam (or ion

deposition) imaging techniques. Bar codes axe commonly scanned by

diflerentmethods^ as the Hght wand, page scanners, hand held

15 scanning beam pistols, and Ibe familiar scanning beam machine

scanners which are found in drug stores and supennarkets.

Tiie vast majority ofbar codes are printed as black bars on a

white or lighfly colored substiate, .or in contrasting color bands as

found on maqy consumer packages ^porting the UPC barcodes in

20 stores. Scanneisof these bar codes work in the visible area oif the

electromagnetic spectrum or in the infiia-red region. A commoii

scanner at the check out area is the fiuniliar.red gtew of the Belium^

Neon laser scanner with a visible wavelengtii of 632 nM. Other

scanners shoot out Ugfat in the invisiUe in&a-rxid area of the

25 spectrum between 800 and 950 nM.

Bar codes today are usually one dimensional, such as those

found in tiie UPC label, code 3 of 9, interleaved code 2 of 5, or code

128. Two dimensional bar codes have also appeared on tiie market in

the form of Cauzm Soft Strips and flie UPS two-dimensional bar

30 codes. The quest ofusing a two-dimensional bar codes, and high
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density sin^e bar codes is to attempt to pack the maximnm amount

of infonnafaon into the ininimnm amotint of space on the package or

other pzintied substrate. .

According to the present invention a substrate, a method of

5 coding a substratei and a scanner tdilizable with such a substrate^

are provided which do maTiniizft the amount of information in the

minimnm amount of space on a substrate, being zbore efficient or

effective than two-dimensional bar codes or hi^ density single bar

codes, l^ically, multiple layers ofbar codes or other machine

10 readable codies substantially increase the density ofinformatidn

gathered by the scanner heads within the same scan pass length or

area coverage.

The invention also has another aspect According to the

invention it is possible to provide a security feature in virhich the bar

'IS code is not visible to the human eye but yet can be read by a scanner

tuned to the correct wavelength range of electromagnetic energy (e.g.

substantially the infra-red region of light). Tias security feature is in

contra-distinction to proposals in the prior art, such as in.U.S. piatsnt

5,109jl53, in which a photo-sensitive material is applied over a bar

20 code and then - by selective exposure of the photo-sensitive material

to high intensity light - the bar code is rendered unreadable, or

modified, so that it is no longer read by a seamier as having the saine

data. Utilizing the security device ofthe invention a seemingly

'invisible' bar code may still readily be scanned by an appropriate

26 scaimer.

According to one aspect of the present invention a substrate

(such as paper, plastic, film, packaging material, or the like) capable

of receiving and retaining imaging thereon is provided. The

substrate comprises: A first machine readable identification code

30 imaged on a predetermined area of the substrate, the first code
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opaqufr to a first predetenained wavelength range of electioniagnetic

energy and transparent to a second predetermined Wavelength range

of electromagnetic energy diifeiiBnt torn the first range. And, an

overlay imaged over and at least partially covering the first code, the

6 overlay transparent to the first predetermined wavelength range of

electromagnetic energy and opaqoe to the second predetermined

wavelength range ofelectromagnetic energy, diiferent fioin the first

range.

Typically the second range is substantially the visible spectrum

10 ofKght and the first range is substantially the infra-red region of

Hght, although much narrower spectral bandwidths can be utiliied

within a given region of the electromagnetic spectrum, or other

regions of the eleetnmiagiietie spectrum (e^., ultra-violet) can also be
utilized.

i For security environments, the overlay may comprise a
security block which substantiaUy completely covers the first code.

The security block is lypicaUy applied by fitho or flexographic

techniques, or imaging appUed by ink jet, electrophotographic or

electrographic methods, or by electron beam or ion deposition

techniques. The first code as well is normally imaged ly inkM
electrophotography, electrograplv,w be eleetiDn beam Or ion

deposition techniques.

Alternatively, in order to pack the maximum amount of

information into the minimum amount of space, the overlay may
comprise a second machine readable code, the first machine readable

code in this case being transparent to the second predetermined

wavelength range of electromagnetic energy, "nurd or more machine
readable codes can also be imaged over and cover the first and second
codes, the third code, for example, transparent to the first and seeond

wavelength ranges and opaque to a third wavelength range, to which
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thefiistand8e(»nd(»desaretMnspairenL The machine readable

codes are preferably bar codes, and the fiist^ second, third and

subsequent codes typically comprise toner imaged on the substrate

with electron beam or ion deposition techniques, electrophotographic

5 or electrographic methods, or with ink jet

According to another aspect of the present inventioh a method

of coating a substrate comprises the following steps: (a) Imaging a

first madiine readable identification code on a predetermined area 6f

the substrate, the first code opaque to a first predetenuined

10 wavelength range of electromagnetic exxBTgy and transparent to a

second pttsdeteimined wavelength range of electromagnetic energy

different from the first rauge. And, (b) applying an overlay over and
at least partiaUy covering the first code, the overlay transparent to

the first predetermined wavelength range ofelectromagnetie energy

15 and opaque to the second predetermined wavelength range of

electromagnetic energy, different &om the first range.

Steps (a) and (b) may be practiced so that the second range is

substantially the visible spectrum ofli^t and the first range is

substantially the infra-red region. Step (b) may be practiced to apply

20 a security block as the overlay, substantiaDy completely covering the

first code, by printing using Utho or flexo techniques (or by imaging

by electron beam or ion deposition techmques, ink jet,

electrophotographic or electrographic mettods).

Alternatively step (b) may be practiced by imaging a second

25 machine readable code, in which case step (a) is ftrther practiced by
imaging the first machine readable code so that it is transparent to

the second range. There may be the further step (c) of imaging at

least a third machine readable code over and at least partially

covering the first and second codes.
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there also may lypicaUy be the forflier step of reading

machine readable codes. The reading step may be accomplished

using first and second different scanner heads which emit li^t in the

firet and second wavelength ranges, respectively, in two different

6 passes. Alternatively the reading step may be accomplished by

mounting the first and second different scanner heads together so

that both the first and second codes are scanned in a sin^e pass

(either by moving the scanner with risspect to the substrate, or the

substrate with respect to the scanner, or both).

10 According to yet another aspect of the present invention a
scanner for reading machine readable codes, including by emittiijg

light, is provided. The scanner comprises: At least first and secrad

different scanner heads, the first scanner head for emitting li^t in a
first predetermined wavelength range of electromagnetic energy and

15 the second scanner head for emitting fight in a second predetennined

wavelength range of electromagnetic energy different fiom the first

range. And, means for mounting the scanner heads immediately

adjacent each other so that by single pass relative movement between

a substrate and the scanner heads two different wavelength range

20 machine readable codes on the substrate may be read at the same
time. ...

The mounting means may comprise a portable housingi and
the scanner heads may comprise scanner wands. Alternatively the

mounting means may be a structure for mounting the scanneis

25 together in a stationary manner, such as in a sttpemiartet check out
counter. The second predetermined wavelength tange is typically

substantially the visible fight spectrum, whUe the first range is

substantially the infira-red region.

It is the primary object of the present invention to provide an
30 efficient substrate, method, and scanner that allow the I
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amooni of inibrmiitioii to be packed in a given area on a sobstrate,

and/ortDpxDvideaSebiirilyfeatai^. Tfais and other objects of the

invention will become dear from an inspection of&e detailed

description of the invention, and fiom the appended claims.

5'.

BMBP DESGMPnON OF THE DRAWWQ8

FiGUKE 1 is a is a pezspective exploded schematic.vieiv

showing an exemplaxy.sobstrate according to the present inventi(^

M
FIGURE 2 is a schematic side view of the substrate of

FIGURE 1 in association, with two scanner wands;

FIGURE 3 is an. exemplaiy oalpnt Dram the scanner wahds of

15 FIGURE 2 after they aie passed past the sabstrate ofFIGURE 1;

FIGURE 4 is an alternative construction in which two scanner

heads are mounted in a common houang for movement together;

.20 FIGURE 5 is a view like that ofFIGURE 1 for an altexnativB

embodimentitf the invention; and

FIGURE 6 is a view like that ofFIGURE 1 for yet another
.

embodhnent according to the invention.

.25

PETAHJiD DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING8

FIGURE 1 scbematicaUy illustrates a substrate 10 according to

the present invention. The substrate 10 material itself is tgrpically

30 paper, butmay also comprise packaging material, plastic, filma^ or
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almost any material capable of leceiving and retainiiig dear nsacidm

readable imaging tfaerecin.. In a pxedetennined area ~ sbovn in

dotted line at 11 in FIGimB 1 - a fixst macbine readable

identification code 12 is imaged on substrate 10. The first code 12 is

6 a bar code, althoo^otiier macbine readable codes may also be

utilized. It is liypicaUy imaged on utilizing a toner that is appKed by

electron beam, or ion deposition, or like techniques snch as ink jet,

electrophotography or elcctrography. The toner is preferred to be ofa

.

spectral response in contrast to that of tJie substrate 10 in the region

10 of the first predetenained wavelength range of electromagnetic

energy, but one that does not interfere wifli the response ofthe

second code 13. Tbe first code 12 is opaque to a first predeteiimned

wavelength range ofelectromagnetic energy (e,g. substantially the

infica-red region of ligbt), and is transparent to a second

15 predetermined wavelengtii range ofelectromagnetic cneity different

fipom tibe first range (e.g. substantiaUy tiie visible light spectrum).

The substrate ofHGUHE
1 also comprises a second machine

readable code 13 which overlays and at least partially covers tiie first

code 12. The second code 13, also imaged using toner and typically

20 by electron beam or ion deposition techniques, is transparent to tiie

first predeteimined wavelength range of electromagnetic energy, and
opaque to the second range. As for flie code 12, tiie code 13 is a bar
code.

An example of the infira-red^paque toner that could be utifized

25 for tiie first code 12 is a blend available fiom ICMI and known as

•QA6.14B" which uses a small percentage load of an infin-red

absorbmg dye in tiie toner. The toner used for tiie second code 13
may comprise a jet ink fiom a Canon Bubblejet Cartridge (BCOl),

which is opaque in tiie visible spectrum but transparent in tiie infia-
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red Alteinatively ulfra-^dolet lespdndiog toner could be incoipbicated

into the toner used fat fbe top, second code 13.

Utilizing the substrate ofFIGURE 1, more infonnation can be

packed into the area 11 than in conventional ^sterns. Botb bar

5 codes 12, 13 are capable ofbeing readily scanned, however. FIGURE

2 schematically illustrates this. Shown are two different scanner

heads. 15, 16 connected by leads 17, IS respediyely to an electronic

controller 19, all of tiiese elements being conventional per se. The

heads 15, 16 are illustrated in FIGURE 2 in the form of wand

10 scanners: The head 15 is a scan head which emits light in the visible

range, such as an RJS Autoscan bar code verifier designed for the

visible range, while the head 16 is designed for the infra-red range

(e.g. also an RJS Autoscan). The reflectance plots ftom the electronic

controller 19 are shown schematically in FIGURE 3, and this

15 information is ultimately sent to a decoding algorithm to translate

signals to useful data. In the FIGURE 2 embodiment the bar codes

12, 13 are scanned in two different passes.

FIGURE 4 iUustrates an ezemplaiy scanner according to the

present invention in which the heads 15, 16 are miounted by a

20 common housing assembly. The common mounting means may be

the bousing 21, which is shown in cross^tion in FIGURE 4, having

side walls to which the scanner beads 15 are mounted, as by

mounting bands 22. Ibe housing 21 iiiselfmay be contoured to easily

fit in a user's hand, or to be mounted on an atttomated piece of

25 equipment Utilizing the apparatus 23 ofFIGURE 4 it is possible to

read both of the bar codes 12, 13 in a single pass.

While the apparatus 23 is exemplary, a vdde variety of

different embodiments can also be utilized. For example the

iDounting means may mount two conventional stationary scanning

30 heads, such as provided in supermarket check out counters, adjacent
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.
eteh other, tgrpically in line in the expected direction ofmovement of

the substrate to be scanned with leqiect to tbe scfuuier I^^

Either the scanner heads 15, 16 can be moved xelative to the

.
snbstrate 10, or ^ce versa, or both can be moved relative to each

5 other at the same time. A single head emitting two (or more)

discrete lif^t wavelength ranges also may be utilized.

. T^/hile the above description is provided for a situation in which

there are two bar codes 12, 13, it is to be understood that other bar

codes may also be provided within the area 11. Tim is schematicaUy

10 illustrated at25 in FIGUHEl by a third bar code 25. The third bar

code 25 will be imaged over and at I^t partially coyer the codes 12,

13, and the third code 25 is transparent to the first and second

predetermined wavelength ranges, and resix>nsive either by its

opacity to a third range or by its ability to fluoresce in the piBsence

16 of the. energy ofa third range, while the first and second codes are

transparent to that third range, hi order to implement Utilization of

a thud 25, or more, bar codes in the same area ll, dye agents may

be utilized winch are responsive to veiy narrow wavelength bands

withm the infira-red region, or within the viable spectrum, such as

20 available from HiEQL Any number of layera could be utilized as long

as the detector (seamier) band pass is narrow enou^ to prevent

interfering cross-talk from other layers of the stacked bar codes.

FIGURE 5 iliostrates the basic concept of the invention

utilized with two-dimensional bar codes (le. adding a third dimension

25 thereto). In this embodiment components comparBble to the FIGURE

1 embodiment are shown by the same reference numeral only

preceded by a "1".

Within the predetermined area 111 of the substrate 110 a first

two-dimensional bar code 112 is imaged, and then a second 113 is

30 imaged over the first 112. Bar code layer 112 is typically an IR
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bpaqoe layer yUneh is transpaxent ito the visible spectrum, while tiha

. ti>p bar code kyer 113 is con^osed of Ixsoer which is tnmq^

the infia-ied regioii axid opaque to the visible fight spectrum.

It will be seen from FIGimES 1<5 that t^ypically multiple

5 layezs ofbar codes or other machme readable codes substantially

increase the density of infonuatiOn gathered by the scanner heads

within the same scan pass length or area coverage.

FIGURE 6 illustrates another exemplary enibodiment

according to the present invention. In this embodiments comjpon^ts

10 the same as those ofFIGURE 1 are shown by the same reference

numeral. In Uie FIGURE 6 embodiment the substrate lO.is not

designed to pack moire information into a small area (although that

could be done too by providing two bar codes 12, 13 as illnstraited in

FIGURE 1 and then overlaying them as will be described hereafter);

15 rather the main function of flie FIGURE 6 embodiment is to provide

a security feature whidi hides the bar code 12 so that it is "invisible".

Wlule in the FIGURE 1 embodiment the bar code 13 (<ssentiaQy

"hides' the bar code 12 so that a security feature is provided there

too, the top bar code 13 is readily viewed. In the FIGURE 6

20. embodiment the bar code 12 is not recognizable at alL

In the FIGURE 6 embodiment an overiay 27 is provided which

substantially completely covers the bar code 12 and the

predetermined area ll, in fiict covering the oveiiapping area 28 of

the substrate 10. The bar code 12 is as described in FIGURE 1

25 whereas the overlay in the form of a security block 27 comprises

toner which is transparent to the wavelength of light to which the

code 12 is opaque, and opaque to the second predetermined

wavelength range of electromagnetic energy. In this embodiinent the

code 12 need not be transparent in the visible area of the spectrum so

30 long as the block 27 is sufficiently opaque to hide it
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The block 27 need not be imaged onto the substrate 10,

overlaying the code 12, by a toner-based process. Imaging mny be

done by nomerous other processes such as conventional ink jet

printing, or conventional litho or flexo printing techniqaes. Tbe block

5 27 need not be black but can be any number of difieient "spot cdore",

or multiple layers of spot colors.

In one example of implementation of the invention as described

above, simulated bars of a bar code 12 were imaged and fixed onto a

paper substrate 10 using the ICMI QA6-14B infra-red absorbing

10 invisible toner. These bars were scanned with an RJS Autoscan unit

using the infra-red wavelength scanning head. fDie exact

wavelength and bandwidth is unknown.) The width of the bars were

measured at 0.0740". The simulated bars ofa bar code 12 wfere then

over printed with a blob 27 of black spot color; and a second bar code

15 using a Canon BJ-IO bubble jet printer. The cartridge used waa the

Canon BC-Cil cartridge with the standard factory ink in it This was
previously tested and founded to be transparent in the infra-red area

of the spectrum. When the infra-red scanning head of Uie RJS
Autoscan was placed over the blob of infra-red absorbing invisible

20 toner 27 and the bar code, the only thing which the scan head

recorded was the simulated bar code 12 bare underneath, which weie

created with the IR opaque toner. The bar widths were measured at

6.0742", well within the limits of experimental error.

It will thus be seen that according to the present invention a

25 simple yet effective j^bsttate, method of foitiiiiig thesd^
scanner particularly ulilizabie with such a substrate, have been

provided which aDow more information to be packed mto a

predetermined area on a substrate, and/or provide a security feature

for a bar code on a substrate. While the invention has been herein

30 shown and described in what is presently conceived to be the most
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pxactical and piefetied embodixiankt thereof it i»iU be appaxedt to .

thmsa itf onlinflty nkiil in- flm yrt tlmt rh^ny mhXtii^Htyfljf m^y he

smda thereofmtllin the scope of the invent^

accorded the broadest mteipletatum of the appended claims so as to

5 encoinpas8aUeqaivia]entpiAdncts, pi^^
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1 1- A substrate capatle ofiecemng and iBtdlii^

2 thereon, coimpiising:

3 a first madrine readable identmcation<»deiiia

4 predetermined area of said substrate, said first code opaque to a firet

6 predetermined wavelength range ofelectromagnetic energy and

6 transparent to a second predetennined wavelength range of

7 electromagnetic energy different from the first range; and

8 an overlay imaged over and at least partiaDy covering said

9 first code, said overlay transparent to said first predetennined

10 wavelength range of elecfarpmagnetic energy and opaque to the second
n predetermined waveleiigth range ofdectiomagnetic energy diffeh^^

12 from the first range.

1 2. A substrate as redted in claim 1 wherein said secMd range

2 is substantially the visible spectrum of light

1 3. A substrate as recited in daiin 2 w^rein said first range is

2 substantially the infira-red region oflight

1 4: A substrate as recited in claims Wherein said overly

2 comprises a security blod^ sid)stantiaUy completely covering Ihte first

3 code. .

1 5. A substrate as rented in daim 4 wherem said security

2 block is formed by printing applied by litho or flexographic

3 techniques, or imaging appKed by dectnm beam or ion deposition

4 tedmiques. elediophotographic or electrographic methods, or mk jet
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1 6. A substrate as redted iA daim 3 Wherem said ov6^^

2 comprises a second machine readable code, and wherein said fiiSt

3 machine readable code is transparent to said second predetermined

4 wavelength raoge of electromagnetic enezjgr.
.

1 7. A substrate as recited in daim 1 wherein said overlay-

2 comprises a second mj^^^'irtw readahle code, and wherein said first

3 machine readable code is transpaient to said second pxedetermined

4 wavelength range of electromagnetic eue:^.

1 8. A substrate as redted in cbum 7 further comprising at least

2 a third machine readable code imaged over and at least partially

3 covering said first and second codes, said third code transparent to

4 said first and second predetermined wavelength ranges of

5 electromagnetic energy and opaque to a third predetermined

6 wavelength range of electromagnetic energy different firom said first

7 and second ranges, and said first and second codes transparent to

8 said third range»

1 9. A substrate as redted in daim 7 wheiiein sad madiine

2 readable codes are bar codes.

1 10. A substrate as redted in daim 7 wherein said first and

2 second codes comprise toner imaged on said substrate with electcbn

3 beam or ion deposition techniques, elediophotographic or

4 electtographic methods, or inkjet



1 11. A method of codiiig a substrate comprising the steps of:

2 (a) imaging a first miachine readable identifipatioii code on a

3 predetermined area of the substrate, the fiixst code opaiqne to a first

4 predetennintid wavelength ratoge ofdectn^inagnetic .energy and

5 transparent to a second predetermined wavelength range of

6 electromagnetic energy different from the first range; and

7 Cb) applying an oyerli^ over and at least partially covering the

8 first code, the overlay transparent to the first predetermined

9 wavelength range of electromagnetic energy and opaque to the second

10 predetermined wavelength range of electromagnetic energy different

11 finom the first range.

.1 12. A method as recited in claim 11 wherein steps (a) and (b)

2 are practiced so that the second range is substantially the visible

3 spectrum of light and the first range is stibstantially the infira->red

4 region Ofli^t

1 . 13. A method as recited in daim 11 wherein step (b) is

2 practiced to apply a secarity blodc as the ovisriay substantiality

3 completely covering tiie first code.

1 14. A method as recited in daim 13 wherem step Q>) is

2 practiced by printing using litho, or flezographic techniquMi, or by

3
.
imaging by electron beiam or ion deposition tedmiqnes,

4 electrophotographic or electrographic methods, or Inkjet

1

2

3

15. A method as redted in daim 11 wherein step (b) is

practiced by imaging a second machine readable <»de, and wherein

step (a) is further practiced by imaging the first machine readable
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4 code so that it is transparent to the second piedetennined

5 wavelength range of dectiiomagnetic energy.

1 16. A method as recited in claim 15 further comprising the

2 step of (c) imaging at least a third machine readable code over and at

3 least partiaUy covering the first and second codes, the third code

4 transparent to the first and second predetermined wavelength ranges

5 of electromagnetic energy and responsive by opacity or fliiorescence to

6 a third predetermined wavdenglh range ofeledtroxnagnetic energy

7 different from the first and second ranges; and wher^ steps (a) and

8 (b) are practiced so that the first and second codes are transparent to

9 :the third range,

1 17. A method as recited in claim 15 wherein steps (a) and (b)

2 are practiced to provide bar codes as the machine readable codes.

1 18. A method as recited in claim 15 Wherein steps (a) and (b)

2 are practiced by imaging the first and second codes with a toner

3 using electixia beam or ion deposition tedunigues, eleefatophotographic

4 orele(:trograpMcme11iods,orinkjet

1 19. A inethod as redted in claim 15 comprising the fiirther

2 step (c) of reading the machine readable codes usmg first and second

3 different scanner heads which emit light in the first and second

4 wavelragOi ranges, respectivdy, in two difiezent passes.

1 20. A method as recited in claim 15 comprising the further

2 step (c) of reading the machine readable codes using first and second

3 different scanner heads which emit light in the first and second
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4 waveliength ranges, respectively, and mounted together so that both

5 the first and second codes are scanned in a single pass.

1 21. A scanner for reading machine readable codes, indndmg

2 by emitting light, comprising:

3 at least first and second different scanner heads, said first

4 scanner head for emitting light in a first predetermined wavelength

5 range of electromagnetic cneigy and said skond scanner head for

6 emitting light in a second predetermined wavelength range of

7 electromagnetic energy different finom said first range; and

'8 means for momifing said scanner heads iinoniediatelyacBaccnt

9 each other so that by dngle pass relative movement between a

10 substrate and said scanner heads two different wavelength range

11 machine readable codes on the substrate may be read at the same
12 time.

1 22. A scanner as recited in claim 21 wherein said mounting

2 means comprises a portable housing, and said scanner heads •

3 comprise scanner wands;

1 23. A scanner as redted in claim 21 wherein said second

2 predetermined wavelength range is substantiallythe visibte spednim

3 of light, and said first range is siibstantiaUy the infra-red region of

4 light
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